Maintenance Council Work Report Semester-1

- **New Xerox Shop** – We have a new Xerox shop in our Hostel with better facilities and timings.
- **New Canteen** – We have a new canteen in our hostel with better service and taste.
- **Canteen Kitchen** – Canteen kitchen area was renovated to ensure hygienic food.
- **Internal Room Painting** – 100 rooms were painted and renovation work related to seepage, plastering also done wherever required.
- **Green mat** – Green mat was bought for the remaining corridor area from the special fund after getting approval from institute.
- **Mess Chairs** – 50 mess chairs’ handles were repaired to provide better sitting facility in mess.
- **Bucket Chair Cushions** – 17 new bucket chair cushions were bought to provide better facilities in lounge.
- **Hammocks** – 2 new hammocks were installed between 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} wing (near Volleyball and Badminton court)
- **Hostel Board** – “The Wild Ones” hostel board at entrance was repaired.
- **PHO** – Implemented the compulsory vacuum cleaner use for room cleaning. The room cleaning timings were extended till 6 PM in weekend as well as weekdays.
- **Hangers** – 70 cloth hangers were fitted in rooms.
- **Ropes** – Ropes were replaced in the wings.
- **Cycle Parking** – Ensured the proper cycle parking. A ramp near the canteen was constructed to have easy access to parking area.
- **Computer room** – Water proof coating of roof was done to prevent water leakage in computer and server room.
- **Cycle Donation** - 7 old unclaimed cycles were donated to Hostel staff members.
- **Lounge TV** – TV was repaired and Tata Sky subscription upgraded to HD
- **Lounge boards** – Hostel name boards in lounge were updated.
- **Gardening** – New boundary wall was constructed and plants were planted along the hostel entrance road.
- **Grass Cutting machine** – 2 grass cutting machines were repaired.
- **Basketball Court** – New halogen light installed.
- **Dustbins** – 18 new steel dustbins bought for remaining wings. These will be fixed in next few days.
- **Grounds’ Drainage Systems** – The drains were levelled to ensure proper drainage wherever was required and cleaned.
- **Flush Tanks** – 4 new flushes were installed in washrooms.